
 

Super Lowest Price Automatic Color Steel Sheet Metal Rolling
Portable Standing Seam Roofing Panel Roll Forming Curving

Machine

Our enterprise insists all along the quality policy of "product high-quality is base of organization
survival; customer gratification will be the staring point and ending of an company; persistent
improvement is eternal pursuit of staff" and also the consistent purpose of "reputation very first,
purchaser first" for Super Lowest Price Automatic Color Steel Sheet Metal Rolling Portable Standing
Seam Roofing Panel Roll Forming Curving Machine, We attend seriously to produce and behave with
integrity, and by the favor of customers at home and abroad in the xxx industry.
Our enterprise insists all along the quality policy of "product high-quality is base of organization
survival; customer gratification will be the staring point and ending of an company; persistent
improvement is eternal pursuit of staff" and also the consistent purpose of "reputation very first,
purchaser first" for Standing Seam Roof Panel Curving Machine, Standing Seam Roof Panel Roll
Forming Machine, We aim to build a famous brand which can influence a certain group of people and
light up the whole world. We want our staff to realize self-reliance, then achieve financial freedom,
lastly obtain time and spiritual freedom. We do not focus on how much fortune we can make, instead
we aim to obtain high reputation and be recognized for our products and solutions. As a result, our
happiness comes from our clients satisfaction rather than how much money we earn. Ours team will
do best in your case always.

Galvanized Curving Roof Machine parameters
1 Main motor power 5.5kw, 3 phase or as your request
2 Hydraulic motor power 4kw
3 Hydraulic Pressure 10-12MPa
4 Voltage 380V /3phase/ 50 HZ (or as your requirement)
5 Control System PLC Delta Inverter
6 Main Frame 300mm/350mm H-Beam or 350mm
7 Backboard Thickness 16mm
8 Chain Size 1 Inch
9 Feeding Material color steel coils

10 Feeding Thickness 0.3-0.8mm
11 Feeding Width 100-1200mm
12 Effective width 840-1050mm
13 Productivity 0-15/min
14 Roll Station 13 roll steps(according to different design)
15 Roller Diameter 70mm(depend on different design)
16  Roller material 45# steel
17  Cutter material Cr12
18 Cr-Plating Size 0.05mm
19 Overall Size 6800*1400*1150mm
20 Total Weight 5.8T

The advantages of galvanized curving roof machine:

1. Our machines can uses galvanized steel sheet, colored armor plate or aluminum plate as the
material plate.

2. Controlling by computer, PLC display, operation is easy, running is steady and reliable, endurable,
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maintenance-free.

3. We can make and designs will kinds of roll forming machine according to customer's request.

Machine photos:
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Product link：https://www.toprollformingmachine.com/?p=352770
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